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Something About Love
From the Editor

“How do you spell ‘love’?” - Piglet
“You don’t spell it...you feel it.” - Pooh”
—A.A. Milne
of the reasons for this is that Roomers has a new
website in development and it should be up and
running mid-year. This is a really exciting project and
will extend our reach dramatically. The website will
have the entire backlog of magazines, as well as the
most current one, in an easy-to-read format which can
be accessed on computers, tablets and phones. We
will have a blog; both written and spoken word audio
and all the films and multi-media projects we have
created over the years. Over nineteen years we have
generated so much wonderful material, and it will be
fantastic to have it all on-line in a digital form in one
spot. It’s going to be amazing!
Let me leave you with something that says
something about love, sort of.

Hello and welcome to the Autumn/Winter L.O.V.E
edition of Roomers. Yes, the theme for this edition is
“something about love” and I have to say, as a theme,
writing about love really stretched and confounded
some of our writers.
“Love? Why the f@*&k would I want to write
about that?”
“I’ve got nothing to say about love.”
“That’s a rubbish theme. Who thought of that?”
“You’re joking, right?”
(Yes dear writers you really did say that)
And I get it. Love isn’t easy to write about.
How do you write so it’s straightforward and not
cheesy. But the writers persevered, and one by
one, submissions arrived: through the post, hand
delivered, by carrier pigeon and email. Some beautiful
raw writing; there isn’t a skerrick of cheese to be
found. There’s a lot to love in this issue, many of the
pieces go directly to the core; no tippy-toeing around
or sugar coating here. If the writing in this magazine
speaks to you, please tell other people and share the
love around.
You may have noticed that this edition is a
double issue: Autumn/Winter. Instead of our usual
run of four magazines per year, we are scaling back to
two magazines in 2015. This is a temporary measure
and it’ll be business as usual again next year. One

“Some moments are nice, some are nicer, some
are even worth writing about.”
—Charles Bukowski, War All the Time
Philippa Armstrong
Editor
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All I want is loving you
and music, music, music
As told to Wendy Butler

his hands and conducts, drawing circles in the air.
“I used to play these tunes Wendy, I really did.”
And he talks about being taught to play the
trumpet by an old man in the little country town where
he lived. He tells me stories about playing in the
local band as a young boy, and everyone pissed and
dancing round and falling down on the saw dust floor.
“Have I shown you my curly horn Wendy?” And
he pulls it out of its box.
The next night he’s agitated. He plays Artie
Shaw and Vera Lynn – songs his parents danced to.
He tells me that his mother has had a heart attack and
he wants to see her before she dies.
“She’s eighty five years old and I haven’t seen
her for thirteen years, Wendy, she can’t last forever.”
But he can’t go back to South Australia because
he did some serious time there and skipped parole.
“Ten years I did - a brick- for bank robbery,
anywhere else it would be forgotten after seven years,
but in South Australia it lasts forever.”
And he mourns about the wasted years and as
he grabs my hand, clutching it as if he’s drowning,
Dave, my neighbour walks in.
Later I ask him if there are any patriotic songs
from the Vietnam War. I guess the answer is no,
because what he plays is “I was only nineteen.”
“I was there Wendy, I really was.” And he tells
me about returning from his first stint in Vietnam and
marching down Swanston St in his best navy uniform

I don’t know if it was the man I loved, or his room.
Or his stories or his music or his ouzo. I’m out
weeding near number 14 and he invites me to come
in out of the cold. I’m not the least bit cold but I come
in anyway and I fall in love.
It’s the most lived in room I’ve seen: large bed,
computer, TV, sound system, Australian flag pinned
across the back wall, picture of a handsome young
sailor, round table with ashtrays, bottles, assorted
junk and in place of honour: a still.
“Legal,” he says “As long as you don’t sell the
produce. I can make you anything you want Wendy.
Bourbon, Irish cream, ouzo.”
“Ouzo.” I say
“Stilling runs in the family,” he says “My great
grand-pappy was a bootlegger. He made enough
money from it to buy a ketch for each of his five sons
and that’s how the Edwards fishing fleet started. The
Maritime Museum in Port Lincoln is full of pictures of
Edwards.”
A few days later I receive an invite to sample
the ouzo. We sit there sipping while he programs the
computer. Then music starts, accompanied by visuals.
We sing along to songs I haven’t heard since I was a
child: cool water, the wayward wind, songs from The
Platters, Slim Whitman, Johnny Ray, Frankie Laine. I
think he likes me because I’m the only person who’ll
listen to this music with him. Then it’s Dixieland jazz
and blues and very early Louis Armstrong. He waves
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expecting a hero’s welcome and instead there
were protesters lining the street calling out “child
murderer!” and spitting and booing.
“How many kids did you kill today?” they shouted
“‘They don’t want us here.’ I said to my mate,
and so we signed up for another stint.”
This conversation is then followed by Paul
playing me the entire collection of songs from
Woodstock. I’m astonished at how many people got
their start there. Harry Chaplin, Janis Joplin, Bob
Dylan, Country Joe and the Fish. The list goes on. We
sing along to” one, two three what are we fighting
for?” and “the eve of destruction.”
By now I’m spending more time in his room
than my own, and now the interminably long nights
are replaced with laughter, music, stories and
companionship, and of course, ouzo. Never have I
slept so well as when tanked up with ouzo. I get to
know his life through the songs he plays.
He plays Irish music because he’s Irish and sea
shanties because he was a professional fisherman
and marine for six years. We sing along to “the good
ship Venus” at three in the morning.
He cheers when Johnny Cash sings “San
Quentin I hate every bit of you” and when Cash sings
“wanted man” he says “that’s me Wendy, that’s me.”
Roy Orbison songs invoke long-ago parties with
Paul as DJ and his old mate “Dead now, God bless
his soul,” saying to him “Play R’Orbison for me Paul,
play R’Orbison.”

John Williamson is a favourite because Port
Lincoln is Mallee country.
“That’s me Wendy, I’m a Mallee boy.”
One night an old girlfriend of his turns up with a
rather nice Dutch man who insists on “Coota-bloodywattle,” to prove that he’s a true blue bloody Aussie.
So we follow it up with Kevin Bloody Wilson.
Then it’s back to Louis Armstrong. We watch
Louis with Bessie Smith, Louis with Ella Fitzgerald,
Louis with Billie Holiday and Louis with the girl from
the Platters, till we’re all Louied out.
When Paul claims to have been a professional
boxer for nine years I start to wonder how he’s fitted
everything in.
“My bullshit antenna rises every time I’m near
him” says my neighbour Anita “He’d have to be one
hundred and two to have done all he says he’s done.”
Doesn’t matter. We’re good for each other. He
loves telling stories and I love listening.
In February the music stops and the story is
finished. Paul dies unexpectedly on February 26th. A
lovely man, God bless his soul.
Paul “Dizzy” Edwards. Born Port Lincoln 1953,
died St Kilda 2015. Mallee boy, trumpeter, butcher’s
boy, stoker, engine driver, clearance diver, bootlegger,
Vietnam vet, marine, professional fisherman, I.R.A
organiser, oil rigger, bank robber, jailbird, professional
boxer, tent man, still man, storyteller.
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Hamsty is Gone Magic
By Tanya Page

Harry’s hamster went to hamster
hospital and ours went magic!
It’s not easy being a hamster.
I stood over this little boy,
with his big brown eyes staring up
at me with glee and wonderment.
We stood next to the toilet as the
cistern filled and the water swirled
around the toilet bowl. He looked
up at me innocently.
“Where’s Hamsty?” I asked.
“He’s gone magic Mommy!”
he said, as we both looked down
this contraption of an endless
whirlpool that could lead to
unknown places.
Oh no, I thought to myself.
How are we going to explain this
to Saoirse! Poor Hamsty.
All week long Nicholas’s
little legs and arms had been
propelled by excitement and joy
at this handsome little creature;
Saoirse’s new hamster. He couldn’t
stop chasing Hamsty! Over the
couch and under the couch, behind
the table and under the table
and under the bed! Hamsty was
hugged, squashed and yanked by
Nicholas; Hamsty was his pride

and joy. Nicholas took him out of
his cage and suddenly we would
all have to go on a search to find
Hamsty. Hamsty was shown off
to all the kids on the street as
they knocked on the door asking
Nicholas and Saoirse to come out
to play.
Saoirse had begged for a
hamster so we all went to town.
Nicholas sat in the back of the car
with his little pudgy legs hanging
down from the baby seat, gazing
out the window. We walked
through the town and found
Hamsty in the town pet shop. He
was among an array of fish, birds,
kittens and puppies. We bought
a brand new cage, feed, sawdust
and a sweet little baby hamster.
Nicholas found a new friend
and his new friend knew that this
little boy was a never ending chase
of hit and run. Nicholas’s delight
was uncontrollable as he played
with his new friend. He played
hide and seek with him all week
long. Nicholas was mesmerised
by Hamsty. He was around two
at the time and exploring his new
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world with gusto. He was warm
and gentle and was learning to say
no like a toddler, and learning really
well. His toddler-cheeky face and
hands thought Hamsty should be
hugged and loved and needed a
good ruffing and testing.
His curiosity and excitement
couldn’t be controlled. Hamsty
could be hung upside down, he
could pull his tail. He could chase
him around the house and his
laughter and enjoyment would
make him jump as his little legs ran
across the kitchen floor and over
the couch as Hamsty kept running
away. Nicholas continued to dream
up more and more creative and
exciting ways to play with Hamsty,
until that fateful day when he
introduced Hamsty to the toilet
bowl.
We had a special tribute to
Hamsty in the backyard, Saoirse,
Nicholas and I. Nicholas was
bereaved for about 2 seconds. His
shame contained by his sisters’
scorn and loss. This little boy with
his big brown eyes.

I OFFER YOU
Dean Briggs

I offer you hollow words and empty gestures.
I offer you gifts of burning bright moments, but only moments.
I offer a man who is consistently short on answers.
Someone who hasn’t a clue.
A man who can’t fathom life!
I’II sing you a song of madness incarnate.
A chorus, a chorus.
Which will ring like an ancient bell.
Resonating deeply. Residing within you.
A sound best ignored.
I will paint you, a picture so vast that you cannot see yourself in it!
I will give you, the painful Gods honest truth as I see fit to tell.
You will be grateful to know me.
Cause l have expectations
Life could be;
A love poem to the desperate and naive.
A little bit of history repeating itself.
A small definition of happiness if wishes were fishes.
Just don’t ask too much from me.
I’ve always been disagreeable

LOVE.

Warwick McKnight

Can love really be known without first having a spat, a sour taste?
Can we feel that deep, loving, soulful embrace without first having
embraced the character challenge, a fight tooth and nail?
Why would we not fall in to a loving, a voluptuous first love like that of
the romanticised “Romeo and Juliet.”?
Why would anyone not follow the love of their heart, their first love?
Because the other guy got her, or him, in the case of a lady?
Because they are, were, too young?
Because they can’t afford it?
Because their culture, won’t ‘allow’ it?
Because there’s not enough rain, the crops failed?
Because dad lost his job and oh boy watch out?
Is not a non-finite higher universal love something we all aspire to?
How can we love “one” personal, one “universal”, not both!
Try as I might I can’t avoid love and that doesn’t mean an ice cream, a
footy, yeah well, the love of the angel close to my heart…
well while it beats dare say, we won’t part.
Warwick.
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R E V E L AT I O N S O F L I F E
Leslie Holding

Before I started this work, Revelations of Life, I
thought of an eye. Why is the eye so big and why
have I painted it both large and small. The big eye is
the first I now see when looking at my painting. This
eye means that I am very aware of the complications
of life with it’s pros and cons. We all must accept
difficulties and challenges. The smaller eye shows
that I don’t know much about life at all.
The heart represents a kind heart. I know I
need love to guide me through life - to survive the
complications of living. If a person received enough
love he/she is likely to survive difficulties that can
otherwise seem overwhelming. The heart being a good
heart is free to give love to others.

Leslie Holding, Color Variation No. 5 With Eyes, 2015.
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by Paul Harper

Tammy with a bow on her bum
One of Paul Edward’s many tales as told to Wendy Butler
Some people get engaged and then don’t get married “seeing as it was a priest who married Julie and me.”
for years. That’s something I can’t understand. When
But I went and saw the priest anyway because
I decided to get married, I did it straight away. I’ve
I wanted everything to be just right for Tammy and he
been twice you know, first to Julie and then to Tammy. said there was no problem with him marrying us as
It was Christmas and Tammy and I were still
he had been acting as a celebrant, not a priest when
courting. We’d had a lot to
he married Julie and me.
drink and we decided to
My first wedding
climb the huge tree which
was very low-key because
looked out over the town.
Julie was pregnant with
We could see everything,
my number one son Daniel.
the whole town; it was
As a matter of fact, he’s
only a very small place
coming over in the New
then, and everything
Year with his wife and my
looked so pretty – really
Granddaughter. You’ll like
it did Wendy – with
him Wendy.
everything decorated and
So Tammy had her
lit up for Christmas, so
big wedding. Most of the
we stayed up there for a
town was there and I got
while, watching it all. Then
dressed up in my fruit salad
we decided to climb down
like a pox doctor’s clerk.
and I went ahead, so as I
Tammy’s late, “just taking
could help Tammy down,
her time to get dressed” I
but I slipped and fell out
say, but she takes so long
of the tree, landing in a
even the priest thinks she’s
prickly pear patch. How
a no-show.
we laughed!
But I know she’ll
I was so drunk I felt
come. And she does,
nothing, but the next day
and it’s been worth the
I hurt like hell and came
wait. She looks so pretty.
out in a terrible rash. All
She’s all dressed up in a
over. I was in bed for a
long white gown with an
week and Tammy came
enormous bow on her bum.
and fussed over me every
She looked so pretty, my
day. She was so sweet.
Tammy, at least I thought
On New Year’s Day Tammy
so.
said to me “Paul. I’ve got
After the priest had
something to ask you.” And she blushed.
done his bit we all got up and danced and drank and
“What’s that darling?”
drank and drank. Halfway through the night Tammy
“Do you know what year it is?”
says to me “Paul, I’d like to go for a walk.”
“No.”
“Of course darling.”
“It’s leap year, which means that the girls get to
So we did. Nobody noticed, they were all too
ask, so I’ve got something to ask you. Will you marry
pissed. So I took her arm and we walked arm in arm
me?”
all around the town. I reckon she just wanted to show
“Of course I will darling.”
off her dress. And I’ll never forget how beautiful she
Now Tammy wanted a big wedding in a church.
look; my Tammy with the bow on her bum.
“I’m not so sure about that darling,” I said,
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by Mark Edwards
So that is what you look like with a facelift. How strange. They say good
bones are the key to a good facelift. Good bones and good skin. And
you, Ms Thing have them both, but you’ve got to stop fishing around on
Facebook for compliments.
Just go to Thailand and get your facelift. Have a set of piano keys
jammed in your head and shut the fuck up about it. It’ll give you an air of
mystery. I realize that Thailand can be like a barren moonscape covered
in telegraph poles and wire melding into the sunset, but it’s a sacrifice
that you’ll have to make in order to maintain your star quality. Whatever
the fuck that is.
You really have been lucky with those big eyes that have never
faded. Think of yourself as an oasis in a barren landscape, where your
adoring public can come and drink from you and then bask in your
reflected glory. You’ve brought a lot of joy to a lot of people. To some,
you’re a Goddess, to others, a freak of nature. It all depends on the
environment you put yourself in.
Who else can transform themselves from Dorothy to a tavern
wench, to a cabin boy or black widow spider? You really are the original
chameleon shape shifter.
But when all the slap comes off and you are home alone, with no
one to pander to your ego, you are at your most beautiful. Most tender
and thin skinned. Try to remember that when you gear yourself up to
take on the world and all its judgements.
It’s the pills that do it to you. Depending what part of the Pan family
you feel like today: Tamazapan, Clarazapan or Peter Pan.
Life is like a moist strip of road through a rainforest, you can stop
and look around, upturn a stone, uncover a frog; God knows you’ve
kissed few of those in your time. You seem to enjoy a good grope
by an octopus, but there is always a trade-off at the end of it. It’s the
comedown. It’s then that you have to face reality. And you don’t seem
to like it. The façade comes down and you are at your most vulnerable.
Thoughtful, pensive you.
My favourite person.
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The Love That Dare Not
Bark Its Name
By S. James Carter
She died, Bubbles, the dog-love of my life, and
the only word that resonates is gambolling. She
gambolled and I gambolled with her.
Just when you think your affection for
pooches might be at an end, another one springs
unbidden into your lap in your younger sister’s
sun-drenched lounge-room (how nice is Perth in
October?), as desperate for your affection as you
are for its (almost the perfect romance), and the
whole thing shifts into overdrive again and you find
yourself spinning up the highway in a classic Saab
just so you can free an excitable ball of fluff from
its small yard and set it free in rolling parklands
adjacent to the Swan River; and the heart soars,
foolishly, youthfully, freshly, as she scoots from
corner to corner of the vast reserve (faster than
you thought possible on her short, stumpy legs)
and you laugh and clap your hands as she returns
to your ankles at regular intervals just to check that
everything is as it should be.
What unalloyed joy it is to be alive when
Bubbles is your boon companion!
In many ways I’m an awful person
(duplicitous, shiftless and faithless), but I hold
fast to one simple rule: you can’t be all bad if dogs
and children under two still reach for you without a
compelling reason. So far, that remains true, with
Bubbles only the most prominent of my recent canine
paramours. A Lhasa Apso/Shi Tzu cross (none too
cheap to purchase), she entered my sister’s house
as small ball of grey and
white fluff, with a button
snout and eyes that were
hard to find beneath her
fringe but wonderfully
expressive when located,
just as I returned to Perth
from a lengthy stay in
Melbourne and Sydney.
Educated more by the imperious, self-contained
Burmese cat Princess already in residence, than
by either my sister or her young daughter, Bubbles

seemed more a roomie than a pet, mostly going
quietly about her business between the couch
and the yard and the food bowl, only occasionally
imposing herself on the larger doings of a
stereotypically busy household where one girl went
to school and the bigger one to work. I was of a
mind to ignore her, more interested in renewing
acquaintance with my sister than petting a small,
inscrutable dog, but, as said before, Bubbles took
it into her head to impose herself on me, like most
dogs do; quickly working out that I was a soft touch
and launching herself into my lap.
Normally, I would have thrown her off,
never having have a had a lap-dog before, my
family’s tastes running to Labradors and their ilk, but
something about the way she settled so quickly and
easily seduced me into letting nestling dogs lie.
And that coat! The purest mohair.
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Thus began a 10-year-long friendship that would
see me steal by in the middle of under-employed days
and borrow my sister’s dog and take her with me to
parks and pubs and other people’s home, wherein
other fine dogs kept happy sentinel, before retiring for
the night to a bed made warmer by the pulsing hound
mooching around in its netherlands.
You never have to worry about what a dog is
thinking about you. Unlike the people in your life, they
can’t be second-guessed and do no second-guessing
of their own. All they ever want to do is get along.
This can be very reassuring for the crestfallen and
timorous amongst us. So sweet and trusting was the
little grey dog’s nature that I found myself settling in
her presence, settling and resolving, both cooperative
and aspirational: can’t we all just get along?
Yes, Bubbles, we can. (Would you like your
treat now?)
Like most shiftless people, I like to spread the
love. While Bubbles was the only dog I ever invited
home for the night, there were two other dogs I was
seeing at the time, one whom I watched TV with,
while with the other I mostly walked, long saunters
through gum-lined riverside streets, Karma the bitch
with the remote, Marvin the chunky streetwalker.
Marvin, much like myself, never expected
things to work out, but when they did, he was always
delighted. Mostly he comported himself with the
dignity and gravity of a middle-aged woman, but
occasionally he would let his hair down and just
get giddy, not always with the best results. Once,
approaching the river in the trusty Saab, Marvin
scrambled over me and made a leap for freedom out
my open window, cutting me with his toe nails and
landing in an awkward puddle, before rebounding to
his feet and making a break for it, but then pulling up
with a screech, as if to say, “What the fuck? Nothing
to see here, people.”
I’m bleeding, Marvin!
With Karma, life was always (dare I say it?)
calmer. Mostly I saw her at night, watching TV with

her mistress while performing feats of intelligence
and skill just for the sheer heck of it. This was one
dog I actually believed could read minds, so easily
and presciently did she accommodate herself to your
desires. Sleek, black, and labrador-ish in appearance,
she made for a pretty sight sidling from the couch to
her bed and occasionally streaking out to keep silent
vigil in the night when something out there, way
out there, alarmed her. I also have no doubt that she
would defend her owner with her life.
Bubbles is dead now and the other two dogs are
old. Living 3,000 kilometres away from them, their
owners email me updates on their medical issues,
significant now with Karma, increasing with Marvin. I
have no doubt I will cry when I receive the sad news.
They worm their way in; we invite them; in one
way or another, we are in their debt.
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I am Bubbles, hear me roar!

Annie + me
Mary Grace Levakis
Have a look at the photo booth photo of Annie and
me. See who’s who?
I adored Annie and congratulated our mum and dad
for having the perfect baby, the perfect child. She
was without a blemish and everyone adored her.
Her life seemed sunny. Except towards the end of
course, when she overdosed on pills.
Before one solves a problem, one has to be a
bit of a detective. I will never stop wondering what
happened to Annie. As a child she was always happy,
with a smile on her face; to see my baby sister was
a joy. She was intelligent and mature; the only black
mark against her was her habit of reprimanding
people for their wrongdoings.
When Annie died, I cried every day for a month,
and soon afterwards suffered a stroke. My heart was
broken.
Annie had worked as a doctor’s receptionist and
one day rang me from the surgery crying
“I don’t know what’s happening to me!”
She blurted this repeatedly. She was distraught. I
didn’t know the reason. Annie stopped going to work.
“Did a client give you a hard time?”
“No.” She was well liked by everyone.
“Was it the doctors?”
“No.” She was given a raise for her efficiency.
I was bewildered by her behaviour. “Whatever it
is,” I tried to reassure her, “you can overcome it.” And
why shouldn’t she? She was, after all, at twenty six, a
sensible young thing.
After consulting Dr Oliver, he urged me to
encourage her to return.
“To forget.” He said. Forget what?
It wasn’t Dr Oliver who depressed my sister. He
cared about her well-being. All her co-workers did and
hoped she would get better soon and return to work;
they all missed her.
Was Annie pregnant?
“No,” she said, but one of her co-workers was.
Annie had intervened; counselling her and calming
her down.
One day at a railway station Annie got the
shakes and tremors. Andrew, a railway employee
kindly put his jacket around her and took her home.
When they arrived at her house, her housemates

chased him away, not permitting him inside the
house. Who was he? He could have been an axe
murderer for all they knew. But Annie spoke of him in
glowing terms.
And when I met him to say thanks for looking
after Annie, he chastised me for not looking after my
sister better.
“She’s your sister.” He said.
I asked Annie to stay with me for a break, to get
away from the chaotic share house which seemed to
depress her. She did, but still I couldn’t get through to
her, couldn’t uncover the source of her pain.
Have a look at the photo booth photo of Annie
and me. I adored Annie.
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by Paul Harper

It wasn’t like that; in fact it wasn’t like anything much
at all. It felt dusty. It felt odd and jumpy, and as things
turned out, shark infested: grey lumpy, disorientated
and hard to figure out, with any sort of accuracy or
steadiness.
And I had no car and nothing to call a house,
home; nothing to call peace of mind; no someone
to hold me tight inside her places of love; her places
where she dared to share; places of love she could
find, to embrace me; to find all the other places I
might be.
All those beginnings; all those stop start endings
and five volume War and Peace that I don’t care to
remember, nor should. As shrouded in our bleak, lost
crumbled love. As I am, we were, and always best
at submarine bravery; always hungry for love, and
forgiveness, though they never really cherished that
jewel that Jem blessed in both hands with his tears,
with his love oiled.
Jem Buckley

LOVING BOOZE

By Bevan John Kirkland

Booze? Can’t live with it,
can’t live without the shit.
Hangovers? don’t need that.
Booze is where it’s at!
Panic attacks no more
Booze fixes them for sure.
Booze stops stuttering too,
yep, booze is my guru.
Pain? Shit what’s that
when I’ve got muscat.
After a few sherries,
women, no worries
No, not near death,
heaps of liver left.
Shrinkage of me brain
No, not that, think again
No problems at work
Drink on job, you jerk!

I N S TA N T F O R E V E R
by Leaf Van Amsterdam

Today is truly magnificent
Not a cloud in the light blue sky
It isn’t too humid either
And fortune has already struck
several times.
Unimpaired and untainted
Not unsophisticated
Rough and discordance free
Genuine and most innocently.
Lasciviousness, of course
Sweet sensual delight,
Exultation satisfaction
Spark this aesthete light.
Her neck made for my lips
A deep, prolonged kiss
Hair stands on end
It feels good so do it again
Passionless moments dwindle
Through erotic spontaneity
The clock, on speed now
The way life’s meant to be
Off we head up the coast
To our own private beach retreat
A photo makes the instant last
forever
With you now framed for me
to keep.

Kaye Alexander,
A Cocktail,
2015.
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PA S T D AT I N G

Mary Grace Levakis

How can she tell him?
She doesn’t date anymore
She’s old and smells of stale urine
She can barely walk
And she can’t shower as before
“I’m too old for that”
“You don’t look like it” he replied
“You can’t tell a book by its cover,
I’m past dating” she interrupted
“I want to check out some
restaurants,
Would you like to come along?” he
interjected
“No, I’m past dating”
She wore the same old clothes
Every day, but she didn’t do
That when younger.
Now that she’s past caring

Sometimes I feel there isn’t an is.
It seems there are hundreds and thousands of
libraries, galaxies; trillions of capable possibilities
that make me up, and all of them have
that terrifying word ‘pain’ attached, and
encoded, built in a shameful shell called me.
I find it so hard to make this jewel shine inside:
I find it a silent almost tragic hollow, this me that
doesn’t seem to want to belong and stay belonged.
This hunger gnawing: this hunger as a given, this
hunger always there, never sleeping, touched,
burning, unforgiving, no ending without relenting, just
a sickening hollowness always in hunger, a gnawing
relentless slow death. Sometimes I wish, pray for
a quick end. I feel I am trapped in a deep, black
despair with no way out. I slept in a park, attacked by
possums one night, stupidly camped under their tree.
Jem Buckley

FINGERS
Paul Harper

Nan Allsop can’t knit any more ,
eighty years have made her hands
too clumsy for delicate work .
She still reads , though: romantic novels
in extra large , bold print . Sometimes
I think she likes the paper
more than the words . I’ve seen her, eyes closed
behind her glasses , rubbing
the pages ; thick , grainy paper
between thumb and middle fingers .
One morning she told mum she’d lost
all feeling in her finger-tips :
“I’m dying from the fingers up . ”

Kaye Alexander,
Shooting
Arrows, 2015.
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Rae Briggs,
Honeycomb tree: Ideas, social order,
individual, country, world.,
acryllic multi-coloured lino cut, 2015.
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A letter to my daughter
Maria Gorman
PORTIA
“The quality of mercy is not strained; It droppeth as the gentle rain from
heaven Upon the place beneath.”
—The Merchant of Venice

Emily, in your life, like Shakespeare said; the quality
of mercy has been strained sometimes. You have had
to deal with a mother leaving home, not because she
didn’t love you but rather because she loved you so
much that she wanted you to have a normal teenage
upbringing with friends and parties. That, I couldn’t
handle, because of my psychiatric diagnosis of
schizophrenia. I was scared of the other parents being
scared to leave their children with me, because of the
stigma involved.
I did not want arguments happening over your
head in a loveless marriage. Dad and I had a serious
argument in France and I saw you weeping on the
tiny steps of the monastery. When you saw the fight
you fell asleep through the stress of it all and I woke
you to advocate for you. Because I never wanted you
to have a secret that you couldn’t tell your friends. So
I went straight to my father and Patrick and spoke of
the violence:
“Emily saw everything. I want to bring it out
into the open”
Emily, I would love to contact you more, but I am
scared that people may feel that I am harassing you.
As a schizophrenic, I can get confused by things.
But my love for you I tried to show in little ways rather
than grandiose speeches; making oneself out to be
the best parent in the world.
I used to place your little flowers into the foam
on the balconies of your doll house and every day,
meticulously, organise your desk.
Together we bathed and ate, and I travelled on
the bus with you to school in case you had an asthma
attack. When the bus trips stopped, I lost one of my
systems.

Emily, you are a born leader. People look up to
you because you have charisma.
Do you think, Emily, that you have had enough
spiritual guidance from your father? Guidance about a
god. You can walk outside to the stars and whisper to
him and he sees your pain or your joy.
Do you remember when we prayed at night,
with you tucked snugly into the doona with, when
you were young, a bottle of milk dangling out of your
mouth. The house felt warm and a guardian angel
kept you breathing through the severe asthma.
You, I am trying to reflect your feelings like
Rogers in Rogerian counselling, had to handle
the asthma. The pain of a divorce, a mother with
schizophrenia, being an only child, few friends visiting
because of the stigma, I felt, of my mental illness.
I wanted you to shout to God about what you
felt about me but I also wanted you to have a place in
your heart for my soul to become friendly with.
Emily, I hope you come to me for guidance
through the rocky years. I heard mental illness can
stem from drug taking and abuse of alcohol, as I said
in Professor Schweitzer’s obituary:
“Thank-you from a mother with schizophrenia
and a daughter without”.
In terms of sexuality I pray you appreciate the
gift that God and Christ have given you and use it
lovingly and sacredly.
Emily, if I was to call you all the time would
you, now tell the truth, get sick of me because of
the way you have been brought up or are you ready
for a mother figure back in your life. I am and always
will be, with your help and acceptance and love, your
mother.
Mum Maria
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Writing Workshops
Every Tuesday 1.30 – 3.30
At the St Kilda Library
150 Carlisle Street, St Kilda
Been meaning to drop into the writing workshops?
You don’t need to book or ring; Just turn up. The workshops are free
and open to everyone. They are a great way to unearth and polish your
creative writing skills with a friendly bunch of people, amazing tutors
and afternoon tea. See you there!
For more information call Philippa on 0413 024 528

#58
How about becoming a friend of Roomers?
For as little as $40 per year you can help Roomers keep going.
We are always in search of funds to continue publishing Roomers as
a quarterly magazine and running weekly creative writing workshops.
Friends of Roomers receive:
4 copies of Roomers posted annually
Invitations to any spoken word/performances and launches
Your name listed in the friends section of the magazine
A warm and fuzzy feeling in your belly
Individual (low income): $40 per year
Individual (cashed up): $50 per year
Not for profit organisations: $60 per year
Others: $90 per year
We want your stories and poems and songs and
articles and musings and photos and artwork
And we want them now.
When you send your work in please include your name and address so
we can contact you. We never print people’s addresses and you can be
anonymous if you like a little mystery in your life.
Contact Philippa Armstrong on 0413 024 528
or leave a message on 9531 1954 or write to
PO Box 57 Elwood 3184 or send us an email
roomersmag@yahoo.com.au
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